I. INTRODUCTION
The basic structure of a sub-band acoustic echo canceller is shown in Fig. 1 . echo path can be more effectively matched by the output of such filters. Experimental results and computer simulations show, in fact, that the proposed IIR split-band echo canceller performs better then the equivalent FIR counterpart.
THE PROPOSED IIR SUB-BAND ECHO CANCELLER
The classical FIR sub-band echo canceller uses the normalized LMS algorithm to adapt each filter shown in Fig.1 . The basic idea of our structure is to use this algorithm to separately adapt the IIR filter of each band. Fundamentally, there are two approaches to adaptive ITR filtering corresponding to the formulation of the error criterion used for minimization. These are the output error :nethod and the equation error method [I] . The method of minimization used is the LMS algorithm which is an :approximation of the stochastic gradient method.
The output error adaptive IIR filter is characterized by the following recursive difference equation: denominator and numerator polynomials, respectively. Then the ouput error which can be written in vector form as
where
is the received speech from the far-end talker and d(n) is the echo produced by the coupling and number of taps and the coefficient adaptation rate, decimation. Hence, as shown in [2], the total computational Moreover, the adaptation speed can be modified in each 
The recursive form of the equations in (4) is the result of the recursive nature y(n) From (1) it is clear that the error e(n) is nonlinear fuiiction of the filter coefficients, resulting in an error scxface which is nonquadratic function of the filter coefficients. This property can result in convergence to a local minimum. The other problcni with IIR filters is that the ;adaptive algorithm can become instable if the poles of the filter move outside the unit circle during adaptation. The equation error approach avoids stability and con vergence problems of the oztpzrt error method just described.
The equation error ec, ( U ) , where the subscript e is used to distinguish this output fiom that of the output error formulation, is:
The parameter ;",(U), b,,, ( v ) are updated minimizing the equation error criteria using the well known LMS algorithm.
For each new input
: where A4 and N are respectively the order of numerator : and denominator polynomials of the IIR filter.
1 .e n Three kinds of echo cancellers have been implemented
: and tested in this paper: the first, proposed by us and : named AFMBNK, uses in each sub-band a IIR filter with j the AFM adaptation algorithm; the second, named
: FIRBNK, uses in each sub-band a FIR filter with the : normalized LMS adaptation algorithm as in [2] , and the The second echo path shown in Fig.3 , is modelled by the well-known image method for simulating small rectangular rooms as described in 161. We use a room dimensions of 3nix4.5mx3.81n using 2048 points. It can be seen that the final values are very similar for both algorithms (-20dB for AFMBNK, -22dB for AFM), but a slower convergence rate is exibited by the AFMBNK. However, the proposed algorithm requires a smaller computational burden than the classical AFM, due to the reduced filters order and the decimation effect. advantages/disadvantages of the described algorithms are shown.
In this Table convergence implies that the algorithm ensures that the coefficients move to a fixed point in the parameter space, whereas stability specifies that this point is a stable filter point. The complexity is given in terms of number of multiplications vs. numerator (N) and denorpinator (M) orders. Note that due to the QMF filter banks, N2 M, orders are smaller than N I M i and much smaller than N3, thus the AMFBNK seems to have the best trade-off between performance and complexity. 
